Ph.D. Pre-Final Defense Request

In this meeting the PhD scholar will make final & comprehensive presentation of his research work. The research committee will evaluate whether the research work conducted by the scholar is sufficient and the thesis is satisfactory and will appoint the panel of foreign experts for evaluation of the thesis. Journal publication, Plagiarism check, Thesis evaluation by RMC & Foreign expert’s details are to be completed before submitting the proforma.

CASE Roll No: ___________________________  UET Regd. No: ___________________________

Thesis Title: _________________________________________________________________________________________

Name: ___________________________________________  Program: ☐ Ph.D.  Department: ☐ Computer Engineering
                                      ☐ Engineering Management

First    Middle    Last

Semester:  ☐ Spring  ☐ Summer  ☐ Fall  20___  Tel. No: ___________________________

☐ It is certified that the student has incorporated all the comments/observations by the RMC, in his first attempt of Pre final thesis defense. (Applicable for those students who are defending their proposal defense 2nd time).

Confirmation of Availability of RMC Members:

Attempt: ____________

From: ___________________________ onward

Jury:

1. Advisor: ___________________________________________  Signatures: ___________________________________________

2. Research Committee Member: ___________________________________________  ___________________________

3. Research Committee Member (External):____________________________  ___________________________

4. Research Committee Member (BPGS Member): ___________________________  ___________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Department Chairman  Director Advanced Studies & Research